
Tony Morris is a sales expert and motivational speaker, whose high-energy
message leads individuals and organizations to incredible success. He delivers
over a hundred talks a year in his unique, energetic style to corporations and at
events all over the Globe. He has helped organizations like the Luxottica Group,
Viridor, David Phillips, Fairview New Homes to name but a few.
Having been in sales from the age of 18, Tony knows sales as well as he knows life
and more importantly, he knows what it takes to lead a successful business! He
has the ability to translate his hands-on experience into a coherent, compelling
and exciting philosophy, which has made him an inspiring speaker and a powerful
sales trainer to over 8,000 sales professionals.
Tony shows companies how to increase their bottom line, build long-term
customer loyalty, sales, and gaining referrals. Tony is about changing people’s
beliefs and mind sets: “There is no such thing as failure, it’s all feedback”, he
shares, “Learn from everything you do and keep getting better and better;”
His presentations are always interactive, motivating, fast-moving, informative,
entertaining – even life-changing. Tony presents his ideas with a rare combination
of fact, insight and practical advice that delegates can apply immediately for
improved results.

Testimonials

Tony Morris

“Tony is the master at what he does. He inspires and delivers in such a way that
is refreshing, honest and it actually works. Since watching Tony speak at many
conferences, I have continued to use his ideas and out and out positiveness and
enthusiasm towards sales and never looked back since. I would highly recommend
Tony to any hirer for his thorough and innovative results he achieves.”

- Regional Business Development Manager at Acorn Recruitment.

“Tony is one of lifes ‘Top Blokes!’ He exudes confidence in the sales arena and
gets under the skin of the people he is coaching or training. His ideas, concepts
and delivery of the same are excellent. My team love him coming in, and he will
continue to provide support for my team for years to come. I highly recommend
Tony and his team to provide external training and support to anyone who will
listen.”

- MD of Merchandise Mania.
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